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From the Principal’s Desk
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has a vision. He aims for holistic
development of society. “No one should go back, everyone must move
forward.” This is our guiding principle as well. We believe strongly that
each child is meant to be someone, to achieve something. So, we make
a conscious effort to help individuals discover their innate talent.
A plethora of activities and events are organized to make this possible.
Intra and inter school events, Celebration of festivals, Education fair,
Exhibitions, Virtual exchange programs, Special assemblies, Clubs
and many other activities provide a platform to young learners to
express themselves uninhibitedly. You will find a glimpse of these in
this newsletter.
Through these activities, we sow in our learners seeds of leadership,
resilience and intrepidity, we make them push boundaries, test their
limits, face the unexpected, look failure in the eye and build selfesteem. We help them to discover themselves, truly and completely.

I would like to express my gratitude to the Management for giving us
the vision to shape our children into fine human beings. We promise to
continue on our journey of excellence in keeping with the DAV ideals
and traditions.

Ms. Reena Rajpal
Principal

A
“ n award is not only a great prestige
or a mark of excellence, but is also
a tremendous boost for someone to
strive and excel higher and aim for
even bigger accomplishments in life.”
Darbari Lal DAV Model School, Shalimar Bagh has received awards in six categories under the Life Empowerment
Awards 2017 by Expressions India, a special National Life Skills Education & School Wellness Program. Many schools
from across the nation had participated in the program which felicitates great initiatives for promotion of holistic
development in schools. The event was graced by famous dignitaries from varied fields like Meenakshi Lekhi, Rajat
Sharma and Shovana Narayana.
Principal Ms. Reena Rajpal received the award for
Principal Leadership for Outstanding Endeavors
while the school received the award in the following
categories

Indian Art & Culture Promotion



Health & Physical Wellbeing Education



Excellence in Counseling Services



Inclusive Education for Special Needs Children



Teacher Leadership for Values Education

It is also a matter of honor that Principal Ms. Reena Rajpal
has received the Bharat Vikas Award from Institute of
Self Reliance for commendable contribution in the field
of Education. The Institute is known for creating a pool
of accomplished intellectuals who come together to
work for social development.



We are thrilled to share that the school has received an award for ‘Best Active Cultural
Participation’ from Indian School Awards backed by Times of India.



Our school has also received AAA+ rating (Very good) in a survey result published by the
renowned magazine-CAREERS 360.





We also proudly share that Ms. Asha Poswal,
Physical Education teacher of our school was
honored by Sh. Vijay Goel, Hon’ble Minister
of State, Parliamentary Affairs, statistics &
Program Implementation for meritorious
service rendered in the field of sports.

We are delighted to share that five teachers of our school have been awarded the ‘Sanskrit Samaradhak
Samman’ from Delhi Sanskrit Academy for their contribution in popularizing Sanskrit language. The
awardees are - Mrs. Amita Vasudev, Mrs. Manju Sharma, Mrs. Seema Gupta, Mrs. Indu Gulati, Mrs. Sunita
Sudan and Mr. Anil Massey.

The awards are a testimony of the excellence achieved by
the school in providing holistic education to the learners.

Infinitum-Education Fair,
India & Beyond
A mega Education fair-Infinitum 2017- was organized in DLDAV Model
School, Shalimar Bagh on November 24 and 25, 2017 for the parents and
students of classes X-XII. The fair began with Principal Ms. Reena Rajpal
emphasizing the importance of choosing a career that the learners would
be happy with. She motivated the learners to enhance their skill levels as
qualification alone won’t help them to excel.
The learners then benefitted from counseling sessions by renowned
professionals. Dr. Gurpreet Singh Tuteja, Deputy Dean, Student Welfare
Association, Delhi University briefed students about the courses, colleges
and eligibility criteria to apply in Delhi University .He also clarified various
myths related to debates on college vs. course selection.
Ms Geetanjali Kumar, trainer, parenting coach and motivational speaker
and also National resource person for Nationwide Adolescent Education
Program (AEP) run by Ministry Of Human Resource and Development
motivated children to believe in themselves and to choose a career that
they are best suited for rather than following their peer group blindly. She
also enlightened the students about non-conventional careers.
Mr Pawan Solanki, eminent Career Counselor guided the students about
options for studying abroad and Higher Education within India.
The learners also received hands on guidance and advice from the official
representatives of various Indian and Foreign Universities which had put
up their stalls in the fair.
The second day saw the students getting insights on professional courses
available after plus two. This was followed by individual online testing of
the students’ aptitude.
The Education Fair proved to be a great learning experience for students,
parents and teachers.

Learning
across borders
A visit by four delegates from the Education Department of Bhutan
enriched the students and teachers of DLDAV Shalimar Bagh. This is
the beauty of an exchange program. We come closer as a common
humanity. We learn from each other, share knowledge and appreciate
diversities.
The delegates were mesmerized by the beautiful campus which was
dressed up for the Education fair. Children of class V dressed up in
traditional attire welcomed the guests while the senior students
enthralled them by a cultural program showcasing their love for India.
Principal Ms. Reena Rajpal applauded Bhutan’s distinction as the only
carbon negative country in the world urging the delegates to share the
efforts being made by the government to achieve this feat.
Thereafter, Madam Principal took them for a campus visit showcasing
the best practices of the school. The Education Officer and Principals
from various schools of Bhutan were amazed to see the prototypes
created by the students in the Atal Tinkering Lab like Seed Cutter,
Solar Inverter, Smart Automated Vehicle, and the designs made with
the help of 3-D Printer and marveled at the innovative bent of mind of
young learners. Paper recycling plant was another practice that was
hugely appreciated. The delegates also enjoyed watching the tiny tots
learning through the BALA concept and EEDP program. Smart boards
in all classrooms and well-stocked library received praise as well.
The delegates also visited the Education fair and congratulated the
Principal and staff for providing not only a holistic education program
to the learners but also preparing them for the professional life.
The delegates from the greenest country of the world shared their
concept of Gross National happiness with the students and also
answered the many queries put up by them.
This exchange of knowledge and experiences will be treasured by both
the school and the guest delegates.

HASH 5.0

The Technology Club of Darbari Lal DAV Model School, Shalimar
Bagh, hosted its 5th Annual Inter-School Tech Fest HASH 5.0 on
27th October, 2017. The event which has assumed a cult status
in Delhi over the years was sponsored by FIITJEE, Toreto, Disha
Classes and IMS, Pitampura.
HASH was founded in the year 2013 by teachers of the Computer
Science department, Ms. Shalini Arora and Ms Ritu Jain along with
the Department faculty as well as technology support staff and
a small group of computer enthusiasts. It also boasts of a ‘HASH
Alumni Team’ which is an elite group of computer enthusiasts of all
ages.
This year, with over 500+ registrations from 36 schools, HASH 5.0
organised 17 different IT events. A long list of DAV schools from
across NCR along with schools like DPS R K Puram, Modern School,
Barakhamba and Green Fields School participated in the event.
The official video of HASH 5.0 left the audience enthralled as it
provided a brief of events and journey of its 5 years of excellence.
This year a new chapter was added in the list of events as HASH 5.0
introduced a unique opportunity for Tinkering experts to showcase
their amazing creations in the form of ‘Ideathon’.

The prize distribution ceremony was presided over by Principal,
Ms. Reena Rajpal who reminded the students that it’s not winning
or losing, but the fun of brain storming together that matters.
Participants had a challenging surprise for them as they attempted
a design quiz ahead of their ‘Graphics Tricks’ final. The event
‘Flabbergast’ tested students mettle as they went around the
school for the hunt. The usual crossword had a new dimension
and was thus renamed as ‘Word Play’ which was loved by the
participants. DAV Sreshtha Vihar bagged the overall trophy.

Office bearers of HASH 5.0
President
:
Vice-President
:
Secretary
:
Programming Head
:
Web Development Head
:
Web Development Head
:
Designing Head
:
Designing Head
:
Quizzing Head
:
TechWriter
:
TechWriter
:
Gaming Head
:
Photography Head
:
Tinkering Head
:
Head Executive
:
Executive
:
				

Sahil Arora, Tushar Bhardwaj
Adhiraj Jain
Umang Gupta
Dhruv Vohra
Ayush Karir
Paras Seth
Puru Verma
Gavneesh Jain
Vivek Nair
Rashi Rastogi
Vidhi Karki
Parth chopra
Garv Mohan
Randhir Shah
Divy
Reet Malik, Shubham Arora, Vishesh, Mahima
Ishant Jindal, Shubham Gupta

What we have done for ourselves alone dies
with us; what we have done for others and the
world remains and is immortal.
From the Community…For the Community

Daan Utsav by Sambal


Students of Sambal Club collected old school uniforms and other
clothes from the students and donated them to the needy.



Food items were collected in the school and distributed by the students
in the neighborhood slum area.



The school also worked closely with FACES an NGO that works with
United Nations. The children collected and sold old newspapers and
gave the proceeds to FACES.



Our school collaborated with ‘The Toy Bank’ by donating hundreds of toys
collected by the school students. These toys were then re-distributed to
villages in rural and tribal areas to create Toy Libraries.



Under the mentorship of Ms. Rajpal, ‘Each One Teach One’ program has
been undertaken by the school students in collaboration with Rotary
International.

Blood Donation Camp


Reaching out to the underprivileged
 Students of the Eco-club visited slum areas where they informed the

dwellers about sanitary hygiene and keeping their surroundings clean,
they also asked them to stop open defecation.

Visit to Shiv Ashray Old Age Home
 Students of Generation Global Club visited the Shiv Ashray

Old Age Home to learn from elders how to spread the
message of peace, harmony and love. They discussed how
to teach tolerance and have a feeling of forgiveness for each
other. They were showered with love and blessings.

As a part of DLDAV Shalimar Bagh’s commitment
to community work, the school conducted a blood
donation camp along with the Rotary Blood Bank.
We received an overwhelming response from
parents and teachers for the noble endeavor.

Dengue Awareness Drive
Dengue Awareness drive was conducted in the school and
neighborhood. A special assembly was conducted in which
Vipul Sharma, an official from WHO and also our school
alumni addressed the students and gave them complete
information about the causes and remedies of Dengue.
The children then took their nukkad natak to Shalimar
village and made their fellow citizens aware about this
deadly disease.

Tree Plantation Drives
Principal Ms. Reena Rajpal along with the
learners carried out multiple tree plantation
drives in the neighbouring areas along with
the Local Councillor Ms. Mamta Nagpal.
Special thanks to Rotary Club of “Delhi
Maurya” for donating plants to our school..
These plants were planted at parks of Sector
16 Rohini and AM Block Shalimar Bagh with
the help of a group of students along with
Mr Sanjeev Bhutani & Dr P S Khatana.

Our Atal Tinkering
Lab is in action!
 Our learners have been organizing and participating in multiple events and loving

every minute of it!

 Our team of Robo Tinkers participated in an International event of Robotics,

organised by Technoxian with support of “Department of Science and Technology”
and “All India Council for Robotics and Automation”. They competed with more
than 500 teams from 13 different countries. They made a wired Robot that
competed in a Game Arena and received great appreciation for it.

 The school organized a session on “Developing Scientific Minds” under the

guidance of Prof Dhananjay V. Gadre.. The session was attended by students of
classes VIII to XII.

 We organized an intra school tinkering activity “Ideathon” wherein students

engaged and collaborated to create an innovative prototype by amalgamation of
Art, Craft, Robotics and Electronics that can solve day to day problems.

 We also organized Atal Tinkering Marathon from October 2 – October 31, 2107.Its

objective was to provide opportunities to students to showcase their potential in
a fun filled environment and create a positive attitude towards Making, Tinkering
and Innovating, leveraging ATL equipments.

 Tinkering Marathon Day was held on November 3, 2017 where all teams

enthusiastically showcased their innovative prototypes under different focus
areas. The event was graced by Dr Sudhir Jain, Prefessor, IARI, Division of Seed,
Dr. Vijay, Senior Scientist, Division of Seed Science and Technology, ICAR-IARI.

day

day
Independence Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm
day across all
wings of the school. The entire campus was dressed up in the day
hues of
tricolors. Beautiful artwork made by the children was showcased with
pride. In a special assembly, Principal Ms. Reena Rajpal rendered an
oath through which students promised to help in eradicating the evils
of the country and making India free from all evils in truest sense.
The highlights of the special assembly were presentations by children
dressed as freedom fighters in ‘Azadi Ka Karawan’, melodious rendition
by school choir, mime depicting the current situation of our country
and spectacular dance performance on a medley of patriotic songs.

Sports fiesta was organized for the tiny tots of the
nursery wing. The children enjoyed participating
in the various events especially the obstacle
race. Teachers too pitched in and delighted the
young ones by participating in tug-of-war.

Sports Fiesta

AZURE &
EXPRESSIONS
The Primary wing of the school organized two exhibitions- AZURE
by Classes III-V and EXPRESSIONS by Classes I-II with great
zest and fervor under the mentorship of Principal Ms. Reena
Rajpal. The event was graced by Ms. Sneh Verma,our School
Manager. Ms Shalini, a famous story teller was the special guest.
The exhibition showcased the creativity and innovations of the
students of classes I–V. Students displayed and demonstrated
their holiday homework activities through working models,
scrap books, posters, and best out of waste models.The theme
of the exhibition was ‘Conservation of our natural resources
and heritage’. It aimed to make young children environment
crusaders so that they can carry forward the important message
of conserving nature. The exhibition was a great success.
We received a warm and encouraging response from school
alumni and the parents who visited the event.

Gratitude

towards Teachers
Teachers’ Day was celebrated across all wings. Peace House organised
a special assembly on this occasion. School Principal Mrs. Reena Rajpal
graced the occasion. Mrs. Pratima Deo was the special guest for the
Primary assembly. Hindi Dohe recitation, foot tapping rap, a medley
of songs and mesmerizing dances were presented by the students to
express their gratitude towards the teachers.
Madam Principal appreciated the efforts of the students with her
words of encouragement. She also presented the ‘Above & Beyond’
Certificates to all the Master Trainers of the school who perform
beyond their call of duty and share their knowledge and expertise with
the teachers of other DAV institutions.

This is where the
fun stuff happens !


Dussehra and Diwali celebrations were held across
various wings of the school. Students of Nursery wing
enacted the Ram Lila and looked adorable dressed up as
iconic mythological characters. Primary wing children
too presented an interesting cultural show highlighting
the values of Indian Culture.



Gandhi Jayanti Celebration took place with the theme
‘Mera Bharat Swachh Bharat’ sensitizing young children
about the vision of Father of the Nation.

Raksha Parv

Students of Class I & II celebrated Rakha Bandhan
as Bharat Raksha Parv to convey the message that
soldiers of our country are real heroes and protectors.
Madam Principal welcomed Shri Shivneet Kumar a
soldier in 5121 ASC Battlion c/o 56 APO , Pathankot
on 5th August at our school. Children made Rakhis
with their little hands for the Indian soldiers to be
sent to Pathankot through Shri Shivneet Kumar.

Play is our
brain’s favorite
way of learning

!

Creative people are curious, flexible,
persistent and independent with a tremendous
spirit of adventure & a love of play.
Inter house competitions go a long way in nurturing the aesthetics of
young children and also promote team work and initiative. Thus many inter
house activities like Chocolate making, ‘Best out of waste’, Poster Designing
and Pot Designing competition were organized in the last six months. The
children of all the five houses amazed everyone with their outstanding
display of creativity. They also performed brilliantly in the inter- house solo
dance competition judged by Alumni.

Kudos to the participants, their teacher mentors, House Incharges
and the House Coordinator!

The school hosted the PEP workshop for
Accountancy in which teachers from various
DAV schools from Delhi NCR came together and
brain stormed to come up with effective and
innovative pedagogies.

Symposium on “Empower
Women to Empower the World.”
The school organized an informative symposium on
“Empower women to empower the world.” Dr. Rajni
Abbi, former Mayor of Delhi was the chief guest and the
key speaker. The students enthralled the guest by their
enlightened view points and knowledge levels.

We are proud of our achievers!
POSITION

NAME OF STUDENT(S)

Winner

Adhiraj Jain(XI),
Dhruv Malhotra(IX)

DATE
INTERNATIONAL
6th August, 2017

COMPETITION DETAILS
On the spot International Photography Contest
organized by Shoots & Shoots Academy at Old Fort

NATIONAL
Gold
Silver

Krish Sharma(V)
Krish Sharma(V)

Second

Ridhi Singh(V)

Gold
Silver
Bronze
Semi- finalist
Quarter- finalist
Second

7th November, 2017

7th November, 2017

Ridhi Singh, Vanshika Singhal, Yashica
Gupta, Ekant, Himanshu Minocha-Class V,
13th September, 2017
Arima (IV)
Timsi Gupta, Ananya Arora-Class III
Ritwik Gupta, Akshita - Class III
Vaibhav, Divyanshi, Gunika, Arpit
Sharma, Bhavika-Class IV, Lakshya
Thakur, Aditya-Class V
Aniket Chauhan(XI)
1st October, 2017
Kunal Sharma(X)
Kunal Sharma(X), Aniket Chauhan(XI),
12th October, 2017
Pratham Bisht(IX), Ruchit Bablani(XI)

CBSE National 1000mtr skating
CBSE National 500mtr skating
‘Hindi Pratibha Samman’ awarded in National
Hindi Olympiad organized by Hindi Vikas
sansthan

National Hindi Olympiad organized by Hindi Vikas
sansthan

All India Open Tennis Tournament
DAV National Lawn Tennis Tournament Under- 19

STATE
Winner
Runners- up
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Bronze

Sam Morgan(VIII)
Pratham Bisht(IX)
Anjali Sawhney (XI D)
Also selected for DAV Nationals
Anjali Sawhney (XI D)
Sakshi Sehrawat (XI F)
Saanchi Sethi (IX D)
Also selected for DAV Nationals

26th September, 2017

Open Tennis Tournament organized by Brilliant’s
Tennis Academy
200 metre in Inter- DAV Athletics Meet(Delhi NCR)

30th November, 2017

100 metre in Inter- DAV Athletics Meet(Delhi NCR)
High Jump in Inter- DAV Athletics Meet(Delhi NCR)
400 metre in Inter- DAV Athletics Meet(Delhi NCR)

INTER- ZONAL
Selected

Deepanshu Khanna, Tushit, Aryan
Chaudhary-Class X

7th November, 2017

Selected for junior under-17 inter- zonal football
tournament

Selected for
National camp

Rishabh(XII)

13th November, 2017

Badminton

ZONAL
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Gold
Bronze
2 Silvers
2 Silvers
Top 100
(Position 81)

First

Second

First

100 m
200 meter
Triple jump

Anjali Sawhney(XI)
Sakshi Sehrawat(XI),
Anjali Sawhney(XI), Sakshi Sehrawat(XI),
Aastha Aggarwal(X), Reeya(XII)
Kirti Dalal(IX)
Kirti Dalal(IX)
Saanchi Sethi(IX)
Kirti Dalal, Saanchi Sethi, Srishti Chugh,
Muskan-Class IX
Sanjeet Roy(XI)

4 x 100 m relay

7th November, 2017

Reeya(XII), Kirti Dalal(IX), Sakshi(XI),
Anjali Sawhney(XI), Riya Gupta(XII),
Saanchi Sethi(IX), Srishti Chugh(IX),
6th November, 2017
Muskan Gupta(IX)
Khyati Singh(IX), Shriya Mehra(IX),
Bhumika Mehta(VII), Aastha(X)
Aryan Choudhary, Deevanshu Kumar,
Akshat Bansal, Kunal Bharara, Adhyayan
Bindal, Sanjeet Kumar Roy, Adarsh Kant
6th November, 2017
Mishra, Shivam Bhandari, Anand Kumar
Jaiswal, Aditya Singh Rawat -Class XI,
Rajat Singh Rana(IX), Jayant Kumar(X)
Reeya(XII), Kirti Dalal(IX), Sakshi(XI),
Anjali Sawhney(XI), Riya Gupta(XII),
Saanchi Sethi(IX), Srishti Chugh(IX),
19th August, 2017
Muskan Gupta(IX), Khyati Singh(IX),
Shriya Mehra(IX), Shreya Garg(IX),
Vanshika Sharma(X)

Consolation

Divy Sharma(X)

Consolation

Mitali Jawa, A Soumya, Rishita,
Ishita Tuli, Ishita Wahi- Class X,
Khushboo Arya(IX)

8th September, 2017

High Jump
1500 m
800 and 400 m
4 x 100 relay
and 4 x 400 relay
Awarded medal and certificate for being top 100
in the Salwan Cross Country Run Race

Inter- DAV Kho- Kho (Senior Girls)

Inter- DAV Kho- Kho (Senior Boys)

Senior Girls Kho- Kho team

Sanskrit Debate organized by Delhi Sanskrit
Academy. He received Certificate and cash prize
of 300/Sanskrit Shloka Sangeet organized by Delhi
Sanskrit Academy. They received certificates
and cash prize.

Cyber Wellness Campaign
Raising awareness about the safe and responsible use of the internet is
an ongoing process in the school. This year there was an exciting lineup of
events…a cyber tip was announced in the assembly on daily basis and also
uploaded on the school website. A workshop from ISEA (Internet Security
Education & Awareness), Ministry of IT was conducted by Sh ILN Rao from
CDAC Hyderabad for school teachers and students. This session was carried
forward by the students’ web rangers team in classes 3rd – 10th followed by
a Cyber Security Quiz in all class rooms through smart board in zero period.
The program also included the parents. A Cyber wellness camp was installed
on PTM day in which our Web rangers enacted a skit in front of the parents
and made them aware of the various ways in which internet poses a security
threat. They also conducted a survey checking the parents’ cyber awareness
and distributed Brochures and bookmarks carrying the online safety rules.
A Digital Citizenship and Cyber Wellness Olympiad (DCCWO) 2017-18 was
organized by Learning Links Foundation with support from Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology, UNICEF and Digital India in which
Aditya Rai of class IV A got Merit Award at National level. He was awarded
with a trophy and a certificate. Total number of participants were 68,800
out of which only 84 winners were declared. Aditya Rai is the only DAVian to
win this award.

Generation Global
club initiatives
Students of Generation Global club attended many Video
Conferences: They deliberated on the topic ‘Extremism’with
Australia, Pakistan and Indonesia, exchanged views on
Rights of women and girls with Australia, and discussed
‘Identity’ with Philippines.
Students of this Club also organized awareness activities
about the 17 United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals for parents and students. They designed a crossword
puzzle where parents were challenged to create words
about world peace like Harmony, Brotherhood etc. A maze
was also designed where players moved across hurdles like
intolerance, hatred, communalism towards the final goal of
a better world. Parents appreciated the board designed by
students where they displayed the 17 goals.

I am the change
Our school celebrated world mental health day on 14th October ’17. It
was a culmination of SUPW activities and classroom sessions by the
Counselor. The students of “I AM THE CHANGE” club organized various
activities to sensitize everyone about the importance of positive
mental health like survey, distributing bookmarks, administering and
scoring of certain psychological tests through experts, distributing
handouts etc. School counselor, Ms Pooja Yadav, also took individual
guidance sessions for everyone who participated in tests. Principal
Ms. Reena Rajpal interacted with the students of the club and
applauded their efforts. Students, Parents, teachers and even alumni
participated in the activities with great enthusiasm.

Bidding Adieu
The Staff and Management of school bid a
heart warming adieu to the most loved teacher
Ms Pratima Deo on 1st September, 2017. The
blessings havan was followed by a cultural
performance where staff members expressed
their love and joy on being a part of Ms. Deo’s
journey.
The staff bid a fond farewell to its colleagues Ms. Amita Vasudev & Ms Poonam Arora. Principal
Ms. Rajpal appreciated their long meritorious
service.

Champions keep playing
until they get it right

!

The school played host to multiple sporting events like
Inter- DAV Volleyball matches and Inter-DAV Kho-kho
tournament. It was a wonderful exposure for the talented
players and sports enthusiasts of the school.

Children’s Day
The body heals with play, the
mind heals with laughter and
the spirit heals with joy.
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